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Box 1
Note Headings & Envelopes
Lacework (embossed & scalloped edges)

Box 2
Lacework (embossed & scalloped edges)

Box 3
Lacework (embossed & scalloped edges: Visiting Card style)
Scraps
On Silk
Goodall & Delarue
Mansell

Box 4 (Classified by Subject)
Animals
Birds
Child Life

Box 5 (Classified by Subject)
Child Life (continued)
Flowers
Insects

Box 6 (Classified by Subject)
Landscapes/Snow scenes
Coaching & Hunting scenes
Christmas scenes (general)
Flaps, Folders & Pop-ups

Box 7 (Classified by Techniques & Material)
Archaic
Initials
Blanks
Celluloid
Japanese
Printing Revival
Photographic
Box 8 (Humorous)
Clothes
Crime & Law
Devils
Food & Drink
Fuel & Lighting

Box 9 (Humorous cont.)
Money
Needlework
Playing Cards
School Equipment
Smoking Stationery
Time
Tools

Box 10 (Humorous cont.)
General

Box 11
Novelties
Miscellaneous early cards

Box 12
Marcus Ward
Post-1900

Box 13 (Illustrators)
A - G

Box 14 (Illustrators cont.)
H - M

Box 15 (Illustrators cont.)
N - Z

Box 16 (Private Presses)
Alcuin
British Museum
Broadwater
C.U.P
Caravel
Clover Hill
Cloister
Country
Courtaulds Institute
Curwen
Favil
Gregynog
Hollybush
Merrymount (U.S.A)

**Box 17 (Private Presses cont.)**
O.U.P & other Oxford Cards
Pelican Press
Perpetua
Pony Barn (U.S.A)

**Box 18 (Private Presses cont.)**
Rampant Lions
Raven
St. Dominic’s
Shenvel
Spiral
Westminster
Yale University (U.S.A)
Printing Schools (Various)

**Box 19**
Various 20th century Publishers

**Box 20**
From individuals (alphabetically)

**Box 21**
From individuals (alphabetically)
Miscellaneous material

**Box 22**
Wartime
Scouts
**Box 23**
American & Foreign Cards

**Boxes 24 - 27**
Pre-1960 unmounted (unsorted)